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Tape is dead. Or is it?

Experts predict the worldwide volume of data will grow tenfold by 20201. From its current 

4.4 trillion gigabytes to 44 trillion gigabytes. According to the BITKOM industry association, 

the volume of data generated by German enterprises alone grew an average of 22% in 

20132. Which explains why half of all IT decision-makers 

surveyed have plans to expand storage capacities. At the 

same time, however, IT budgets remain static or are even 

being cut. According to one analysis from Capgemini, 

approximately 40% of IT departments are working with the 

same budget as last year, almost 20% with far less3. IT  

professionals are thus confronted with a long-range  

dilemma: Securely storing ever increasing amounts of data 

with lower budgets.  

This gives rise to a trade-off between speed and cost. With 

basically four possibilities at the present time:

1.  In-memory (right in the main memory)

2.  Flash drive or Solid State Disk (SSD)

3.  Disk storage (hard disks) 

4. Tape (tape drives).

The first two categories are popular for current data needing to be frequently and quickly 

accessed, for instance databases or virtual machines. The relatively high costs are thereby 

justified. SSDs are generally accepted for I/O-intensive medium-term storage needs becau-

se they are considerably faster, consume less energy and have no fragmentation problems. 

1 “Digitales Universum explodiert durch Sensordaten”, EMC study, April 2014 (http://bit.ly/1CBkcfz)

2 “Datability”, March 9, 2014 presentation by Dieter Kempf, p. 6 ( http://bit.ly/1Cod8SZ)

3 “IT-Trends Studie: Budget-Prognosen für 2015 sind vorsichtig 
optimistisch”, Capgemini, December 2014 (http://bit.ly/1ABbqL9)

Data growth vs. IT budget

Source: Sagecloud
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Yet when long-term storage of only rarely accessed data is needed – as in the case of  

backup data, archives or video data – costs take on a much greater significance. The  

alternatives are then disk or tape. Hard disks offer clearly higher access speeds while slower 

tape drives are decidedly cheaper. 

However, both disk and tape storage have their own disadvantages. Conventional hard  

disks are associated with high energy consumption and data fragmentation; tape with 

lengthy access times.  

Disk storage 

Disk storage organizes data into small units (blocks). A so-called disk drive controller hand-

les the logical allocation of all the blocks, sectors and tracks on the disk4. This leads to data 

being stored on various different sectors of the disk. With logical blocks, it is thus impossible 

for an operating system or subsystem to determine in which sector of the hard disk a spe-

cific file is located. The long-term consequence is considerable fragmentation of the data. 

Since there are so-called bad sectors on every hard disk due to production contingencies, 

this creates a risk as far as data integrity and errors.

To eliminate this risk and to increase capacity and speed, the block storage concept began 

evolving into “Redundant Array of Independent Disks” (RAID) back in 19875. RAID incorpo-

rates a given number of hard disks into a network and thus increases speed and capacity. 

By additionally storing so-called parity information, individual hard disks can be replaced and 

restored in case of failure without any loss of data. Depending on RAID level, one (RAID-5) 

or two (RAID-6) disks can fail and subsequently be restored, thereby creating a redundan-

cy-based backup system not requiring a full and complete copy.

4 “Data Structures on Disk Drives”, Storage Networking Industry Association (http://bit.ly/1Jl8ozP)

5 “A Case for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)”, David A. 
Patterson, Garth Gibson and Randy H. Katz, Berkeley, 1987
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Yet RAID does not solve the fragmentation problem. On 

the contrary: Instead of data being written to only one disk, 

it’s now distributed over the entire array of disks.

 
Tape Storage 

The fundamental difference between disk and tape storage is the way in which the data 

is stored structurally. With magnetic tapes, all information is strictly written in succession. 

Since data records are thus stored contiguously, tapes make suitable transport media. 

However, accessing specific data is a lengthy process since not only does the appropriate 

tape need to be found and loaded, but it also has to be cued to the appropriate place. For 

modern “search & browse” applications, this is simply not practical. 

While tapes are generally considered reliable today, data loss due to aging and mechanical  

stress cannot be excluded. Tapes should therefore be regularly read and checked, and 

ideally even copied, in order to guarantee the integrity of the data. Redundant backup is only 

possible with full and complete copies.

Data on conventional 
hard disks fragmented 
and distributed over 
the entire array.
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Linear disk storage –  

The future of the disk library

Since speed-related and I/O-intensive storage applications 

will only increasingly rely on SSDs in the future, disk stora-

ge will remain the province of “capacity-optimized storage,” 

for which the IDC projects disproportionately high growth6.

Linear disk storage can thereby be considered a solution 

midway between the two cited alternatives of disk and 

tape, one which incorporates all the advantages while also 

holding the disadvantages at bay. Data is thus not stored in 

fragmented manner here as on traditional disks, but rather 

linearly. At the same time, any data can usually also be 

accessed at high speed (random access) as with disk storage – thus representing a bridge 

between disk and tape.

Linear writing, random access

The write operation is similar to that of a linear tape 

library, that of data being written in the exact order it was 

received. There is thus a contextual and chronological 

coherence to the data: The system and thus also the user knows exactly where the data is 

located – and where it’s not. On the one hand, this means far fewer movements of the disk 

heads are needed to find specific files and, on the other, localizing data and deleting it as 

6 “Cold Storage is Hot Again”, IDC study (http://www.storiant.
com/resources/Cold-Storage-Is-Hot-Again.pdf)

Source: IDC

Data stored linearly and 
thus precisely localized 

on SILENT BRICKS.
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needed is also made easier. This technology also has advantages in terms of energy effi-

ciency. Individual hard disks not currently needed in the library can simply be powered off. 

This significantly lowers energy consumption and at the same time increases the life of the 

disks. Access targets only disks which are actually needed, thereby resulting in ultra-efficient 

granular power management. Since there is no need for defragmenting, mechanical stress is 

also greatly reduced which in turn decreases administration and maintenance costs. 

New hard drive technologies

Such efficient disk usage is supported by the latest in hard 

drive technologies. Since magnetic resolution is reaching 

its limits, new ways are being sought to store even more 

capacity per disk. “Shingled magnetic recording”(SMR)7 

thereby capitalizes on narrower tracks being necessary 

when reading than when writing and thus overlapping 

the data tracks. This is ideal for linear storage since once 

overlapped, tracks cannot be overwritten – the neighboring 

track is thus simply also overwritten. In conventional  

fragmented environments, this results in considerably 

shorter write speeds. And poses no disadvantage to purely 

linear applications.

7 “Shingled Magnetic Recording and Two-Dimensional Magnetic 
Recording”, Roger Wood, 10/19/2010 (http://bit.ly/1z3f9Vu)

Shingled Magnetic 
Recording (SMR) 
Source: Seagate
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Cost Optimized Linear Disk (COLD) Storage

COLD storage refers to the technology employed by FAST LTA of linear data storage on 

standard hard disks coupled with optimization of storage marginal costs as well as main-

tenance and energy costs: Cost Optimized Linear Disk Storage. Data is thereby stored so 

securely that no further backup is ever required.

Erasure Coding: The RAID successor
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Store to 12 Hard
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up to 4

Hard Disks
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Erasure coding means 
that up to 4 of a Silent 
Brick‘s 12 hard disks 

can all fail simultaneously 
and absolutely no 

data will be lost. 
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Making use of so-called erasure coding achieves an extremely high level of data security. 

Erasure coding splits data into fragments, expands it with redundant data and subsequently 

recodes it. The data is thereafter distributed across multiple media. FAST LTA utilizes arrays 

comprising 12 hard disks, of which any eight will suffice to restore the saved data (ERC 

8/12). Even if four disks of a Silent Brick all fail simultaneously, operation and data availability 

are fully assured. Making this configuration more secure than a mirrored RAID-6 configu- 

ration. 

 

To handle the increased processing power needed compared to RAID, FAST LTA thereby 

employs a high-performance GPU (graphics processor) which is far superior than conventio-

nal CPUs for the special mathematical operations required. 

Mixed integration eliminates epidemic failure

There are nevertheless cases in which data stored on fixed disks can still be lost even in the 

absence of any external factors. This problem is called epidemic failure: identical fixed disk 

models all exhibiting defects within a statistically unusually short period of time. The cause 

can be defective production lots (due to changes in production conditions or even errors 

in sections of the firmware), for example, or simply due to the aging of mechanical parts. In 

hard disk systems with all disks being from the same lot – which is quite common and  

sometimes even mandated by the hard disk controller – one fixed disk loss will therefore 

often put the entire system at risk.

All that and more is why FAST LTA always uses hard disks from at least three different lots 

from as many different manufacturers as possible in all of its hard disk storage systems. 

Thus, with the ERC 8/12 described above, all four hard disks from one lot can fail without 

there being any threat of data loss.
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Digital Audit: Regular auto-checks 

There’s yet another problem that plagues fixed disks: The so-called Unrecoverable Read  

Error, or URE for short. Hard drive manufacturers indicate that about one in 1014 bits simply, 

and for no particular reason, do not read correctly. That might sound like an utterly insigni-

ficant problem; after all, that’s an inconceivable number containing 14 zeros. However, data 

volumes are so high today that this problem becomes very real very quickly: A read error is 

statistically guaranteed every 12.5 terabytes. In the case of coded data, that means that a 

file simply cannot be restored at the touch of a button. Given today’s hard disk capacities 

(in 2015: up to 6 TB per disk), data loss is thus virtually guaranteed. To add insult to injury, 

the error can’t even be detected until the data is read. Storage based on parity comparison 

(RAID) will therefore not detect this error – not until the moment the relevant file needs to be 

restored.

The hard disk controller internally developed by FAST LTA therefore features an important 

function: Digital Audit. Incorporated into the controller and independent of the host system, 

this function independently and regularly reads each individual bit of all the stored data and 

compares the hashes ensuing from the file content, and thus bit-contingent, to the hashes 

saved during the original storage. Should a bit error occur, Digital Audit will reliably detect it. 

The high redundancy reserves enable such compromised disks to be automatically repaired 

in the background or even shut down without the threat of data loss.
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Silent Brick Library: So secure no 

additional backup is necessary

Should a hard disk storage system be without one of the described security features, data 

needs to be additionally secured, for example by means of periodic backup. However, data 

stored on FAST LTA systems never needs additional backup, provided the actual storage 

location itself is physically protected against total loss (fire, water, theft).

The Silent Brick Library from FAST LTA is the logical evolution of the linear disk storage  

concept. The combination of erasure coding and linear disk storage ensures unrivalled  

flexibility based on precise data localization at low storage and operating costs coupled with 

an exceptionally high level of security.

Learn more about COLD storage and the Silent Brick Library from FAST LTA by visiting 

www.silentbricks.de.

Silent Brick Library: 
Disk Library for Cold 
Storage applications
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